Conformation of the coat protein of filamentous bacteriophage Pf1 determined by neutron diffraction from magnetically oriented gels of specifically deuterated virions.
The structure of filamentous bacteriophage Pf1 has been studied using neutron diffraction from magnetically oriented gels of native and valine-deuterated phage. Neutron diffraction intensities were measured to approximately 8 A resolution along the equator and first six layer-lines, and differences due to the deuterated valine residues were apparent. Analysis of equatorial data indicate that one valine residue is located at a radius of about 13 A, three are in the hydrophobic center of the protein coat at an average of about 22 A radius, and one is near the outer surface of the virion at about 28 A radius. Analysis of the three-dimensional data was initiated using the rod model for the alpha-helices of the coat protein derived from earlier X-ray diffraction studies. This model was refined against the neutron diffraction intensities from native phage to obtain a phase set that was used to calculate a difference map between the valine-deuterated and native phage. The difference map exhibits peaks that correspond to the positions of the five valine residues in the coat protein. From the amino acid sequence and the alpha-helical conformation of the coat protein, the five valine residues can be unambiguously assigned to the difference peaks. This assignment indicates that the two alpha-helices of the coat protein are parallel to one another, connected by a short stretch of non-helical peptide. The valine positions also indicate that the helical surface lattice of the phage particle is right-handed.